


Careers Beyond Your Imagination

Imagination, make believe and fairy 
tales—as a pediatric nurse, you know 
there’s more to caring for children 

than just science.

We are a Magnet® recognized facility that 
promotes a shared governance model with 
professional autonomy, independent 
thinking and strong collaboration with 
our dedicated physicians.

Voted as the top healthcare system and 
not-for-profit in the Dallas Morning News 
“Top 100 Places To Work” poll, we support 
our team’s professional growth through:

• Tuition Reimbursement
• Certification Bonuses
• Clinical Excellence Program
• Continuing Education
• Leadership Classes

Get your career rolling  
at Cook Children’s!

www.cookchildrens.org  •  Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas

• Case Manager–Health Plan

• Charge Documentation Auditor RN

•  Clinical Services Supervisor RN– 
Home Health  

• CRNA

• Education Coordinator–Emergency Dept.

• LVN–Fort Worth (Bilingual)

• LVN Primary Care Nurses:
- Flower Mound (Pool)
- Fort Worth

(Evening clinic with shift differentials)
-  Locums Tenens  

(Mileage reimbursement)

• Nurse Manager–Surgical Services

• PNPs:
- 5P/ED Overflow/24-hr Observation
- GI Clinic
- Grapevine

• Quality Specialist RN

• RN Clinic Nurses:
- Hem/Onc
- Hemophilia
- Infectious Disease (Part-time)
- Psychiatry (PRN)

•RN Primary Care Nurse:
- Arlington (Bilingual)

• RNFA–Neurosurgery

EOE/AA, M/F/D/V. No agencies, please.

To apply online, go to 
www.cookchildrens.org  
and click on “Careers.”
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Network with other nurses from across the country or in your neighborhood with the Nurses Lounge online professional network. You can 
start a free blog, read past issues, and write to our editors and contributors at www.NursesLounge.com. 
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Pictured on the cover: 

From left, Bess Rangel, RN, BSN;  

Julie Camp, RN; Amber Mays, RN, BSN,  

of Forest Park Medical Center.
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who have earned recognition and accolades from their peers.  

6 Nursing Amid the Aftershocks, by Anthony Armstrong,  In light 
of the recent devastation in Haiti, we are pleased to feature in this 
month’s issue several nurses who have traveled to Haiti to provide 
medical aid. We also give you important information to consider 
before planning a donation drive or trip to Haiti. 

16 A New Year’s Resolution: Take on the Challenge of Social 

Advocacy, by Robert G. Hanks, PhD, FNP-C, RN, and Aaron 
Mitschke, MS, APRN, BC, This month’s continuing education 
article explores how nurses can engage in social advocacy and 
challenges you to engage in social advocacy actions that will 
benefit patients, their community, and society.
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Editor’s Letter

NursesLounge.com

Dear readers, 

In light of the recent devastation in Haiti, we are pleased to feature in this month’s issue several 
nurses who have traveled to Haiti to provide medical aid. Their stories bring us the details that 
are often left out during news-hour sound bites, especially from a nurse’s perspective. We also 
include important information to consider before planning a donation drive or trip to Haiti. 

Our Lounge Online section explains how Nurses Lounge  keeps our professional network pro-
fessional, unlike other web sites that allow anyone to join and send out announcements. 

This month’s continuing education article explores the ability of nurses to engage in social ad-
vocacy and challenges you to engage in social advocacy actions that will benefit patients, their 
community, and society.

See you in the lounge!

Anthony Armstrong
Editor-in-Chief 
Nurses Lounge-DFW

Are you a local nurse association looking for a more efficient way to 

communicate with members, a nursing school looking to bring your 

students, alumni and faculty together, or a nurse employer needing to 

find a better way to get your message out to 

potential employees? If so, our free service can 

transform your existing, static web site into 

an interactive and dynamic experience, 

designed to increase member engage-

ment as well as attract new members. 

To learn more, email Garret Armes at 

Garmes@nurseslounge.com. 
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Snapshots of Excellence

on behalf of professional nurses who dedicate their careers to others 

through leading and inspiring, especially the nursing leadership team 

at Medical City and Medical City Children’s Hospital, and I am humbled 

by the award as it is given by my peers in nursing leadership roles from 

across the state of Texas. “ 

ROSEmARY LUqUIRE NAmED  
DISTINGUISHED ALUmNI 

Rosemary Luquire, RN, PhD, 

senior vice president and cor-

porate chief nursing officer for 

Baylor Health Care System was 

named Distinguished Alumni, 

Texas Woman’s University.   In 

her role at Baylor, Dr. Luquire is 

responsible for strategic planning 

and operations for professional 

nursing practice as well as patient 

safety and quality improvement. 

JOAN CLARk ELECTED TO 
TONE 2010 BOARD

Texas Health Resources senior 

vice president and chief nurse 

executive Joan Clark, MSN, RN, 

NEA-BC, CENP, FACHE, FAAN, has 

been elected to the 2010 board of 

the Texas Organization of Nurse 

Executives (TONE), represent-

ing North Texas. Clark will serve 

through December 2011.

“Joan has shown great 

leadership as she has success-

fully advanced initiatives at Texas 

Health to improve patient care by 

enhancing the roles and capabili-

ties of nurses,” says Barclay Berdan, senior executive vice president of 

system alignment and performance for Texas Health Resources. “Her 

election to the TONE board confirms her commitment to her fellow 

professionals.”

 “I’m looking forward to representing nurse leaders throughout North 

Texas and work to shape the future of health care in Texas through in-

novative nursing leadership,” says Clark.

NL

CATHY JOHNSON EARNS TCU ALUmNUS AWARD

Cathy Johnson, RN, MS, 

director of women’s services for 

Texas Health Harris methodist 

Hospital Southwest Fort Worth, 

earned the 2009 Outstanding 

Alumnus Award from the Har-

ris College of Nursing at Texas 

Christian University. The award 

honors an alumnus whose career 

and endeavors have achieved 

prominence in a particular field 

of nursing, bringing credit to the 

individual and TCU-HCN. She was 

more specifically nominated for 

her service to the community in a 

local hospital, long-standing commitment and willingness to mentor 

students, and her commitment to quality nurse care delivery. 

“I have worked in almost every hospital in the area as a PRN L & D 

nurse so I could always remember what it is like to be at the bedside,” 

Johnson says. “I love what I do and really enjoy mentoring students in 

the management rotation. It makes me feel good that many of the stu-

dents I have had are now in management positions at various hospitals 

in the area.”

COLE EDmONSON RECEIvES ExCELLENCE IN 
LEADERSHIP AWARD

The Texas Organization of Nurse 

Executives (TONE) announced 

Cole Edmonson MS, RN, FACHE, 

NEA-BC, vice president and chief 

nursing officer, medical City Dal-

las hospital as the third recipient 

of the Excellence in Leadership 

Award. The Excellence in Leader-

ship Award is given to a nurse 

executive who demonstrates the 

ability to relate and connect with 

the nursing staff through unique 

and effective methods. The award 

also represents the involvement 

of the recipient in the community 

through schools, clinics and civic organizations. 

“I am both honored and humbled by the excellence in leadership 

award from TONE,” says Edmonson. “I am honored to accept the award 

Cathy Johnson, RN, MS, 

Cole Edmonson MS, RN,  

FACHE, NEA-BC

Rosemary Luquire, RN, PhD

Joan Clark, MSN, RN,  

NEA-BC, CENP, FACHE, FAAN
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Nursing Amid 
theAftershocks

Pictured: Julie Camp, RN holding 

on to a patient because there was 

nowhere else to put her.
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Greek mythology held that earthquakes oc-
curred when Poseidon, god of the seas and 
earthquakes, struck the ground with his 

mighty trident, usually in wrathful anger when offend-
ed or ignored. Nothing attributed to the Bronze-Aged 
earth shaker’s Olympian rage, though, can compare 
with the recent devastation from the 7.3 earthquake in 
Haiti. Hundreds of thousands have been killed and in-
jured, with millions left homeless or in need of aid. Re-
lief efforts, originally hindered with logistic gridlocks, 
are picking up speed as communication and transporta-
tion networks grow in strength, though weeks after the 
initial destruction. 

Several DFW nurses have recently returned from medical trips 
to Port-au-Prince in Haiti, performing numerous emergency 
amputations and surgeries during eighteen-hour nonstop days, 
often stopping to rest only when required to preserve valuable 
natural resources. The stories they tell paint a picture well beyond 
the typical TV sound bite of “total devastation.” They tell a story 
of a people with no food or water, waiting for days in pain and 
anguish with no one to help them. A story of a community who, 
if the quake had happened in an earlier age, could have been the 
subject of a Homeric epic, telling the story of thousands of lost 
souls, forced to abandon their communities to flee a wrathful deity. 
Instead, the international community has rallied around a broken 
country; coming to its aid in an unprecedented show of force of 
humanity’s best. 

While there have been complaints of delays and slow responses, 
Haiti’s recovery effort is a historical first. Even those who respond 
regularly to international crises admit the unprecedented magni-
tude witnessed in Haiti. 

Here are just a few of the stories from nurses who dug out their 
passports, boarded planes at last-minute’s notice and prepared 
themselves to battle the worst that nature has to offer: 

Forest Park Medical Center sent a team of 24 doctors, nurses, 
and technicians with medical supplies to Haiti on Saturday, Janu-
ary 16, four days after the initial quake. The team was the first 
non-military medical team allowed into the earthquake-stricken 
country. By all accounts, nothing could have prepared the team for 
the devastation and suffering, exacerbated by four days without 
medical care or basic necessities. 

nurses in haiti
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Bess Rangel, RN, BSN,  
Pre-op and PACU Manager 
Forest Park Medical Center

“We were the first civilian medical group allowed into Haiti. 
When they asked me if I wanted to go, I didn’t have any hesitation. 
I knew there was a need. I knew I wanted to help, and there aren’t 
many opportunities like this where you want to help and have the 
means to do it.   
q: Did you have any experience with disasters?

“I’ve done medical mission trips before, but never a disaster of 
this magnitude.”
q: How did this compare with what you were expecting? 

“It was overwhelming. When you see pictures on TV, those are 
tiny snapshots of the reality. The magnitude of how many people 
are affected is incredible. When you see the number of people that 
are affected, that are injured and walking the streets, it is just a 
greater volume than you could have imagined.” 
q: What were the conditions like for you and the team? 

“Our original route to the hospital was blocked, so we had to 
take a detour to the hospital and saw a lot of buildings crumbled 
straight down to the ground. We were stationed at the Sacred 
Heart hospital in Port-au-Prince, in the middle of everything. We 

were using the ER trauma center as an OR because we weren’t al-
lowed to go up to the OR floor. Amputations were in the ER, with 
minimal supplies, and all other surgeries outside in a courtyard 
with families assisting.  

“We slept on the ground in our sleeping bags in a covered court-
yard. They closed the hospital at ten and weren’t letting anyone in 
for security reasons. There was one night were there were some 
people trying to get in, and there was a lot of banging and knock-
ing on the walls surrounding the hospital.”  
q: We’ve heard there were a lot of amputations needed. Is that 

what you saw? 

“With the earthquake you get a lot of crush injuries and broken 
bones. We got there four days after the initial injuries, so people 
had been sitting four days with infections growing. A lot of them 
may not have needed amputations if we had been there the day of 
the initial injury. There were a lot of people with crush injuries that 
had compartment syndrome and needed amputations.”
q: Did you have any problems with food and water? 

“We heard that we had to be self-sufficient or else we’d be a bur-
den to the people, so we took a lot of our own food and water and 
ended up not being able to use it all. You are so busy you don’t have 
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You’ll notice the difference at Las Colinas the moment you walk through our doors. 

 Is it the concierge greeting our patients, the delicious, fresh foods created by our executive 

chef or our spotlessly clean environment? Our commitment to every patient extends 

beyond providing superior healthcare; it also includes providing the comforts designed to 

deliver a 5-star healing experience. And that’s an important difference not only for our 

patients, but also for our dedicated staff. Join us at Las Colinas, where 5-star patient care 

leads to 5-star careers.  E/O/E

We treat our patients like VIPs. 
We treat our staff even better.

Minutes from Dallas in Irving, Texas! An HCA North Texas affiliated hospital.

Now Hiring:
• Admission/Discharge RN

• CVOR RN Coordinator

• Director of Quality 
and Case Management
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a lot of time to eat. When we left there was a lot left over, so we left 
MREs, water and Power Bars behind for others to use.”
 q: Are you planning a return trip? 

“I don’t know if our group is going back, but all the amputations 
we did will definitely need follow-up work, so hopefully there will 
be doctors there for follow-up care. I would love to go and see 
some of the same faces again. There’s a lot more to do down there.”
q: Was there an urgent need that you didn’t expect to see? 

“Something I didn’t expect when packing supplies was their need 
for clothes. Some of our team took all of their extra t-shirts, which 
was a great idea since we had a lot of patients who had their clothes 
cut off for surgery and didn’t have any clothes to keep them warm. 
There were a lot of children with nothing to wear.” 

Julie Camp, RN,  
Assistant Administrator 
Forest Park Medical Center

q: How did this compare with what you were expecting? 

“You see a picture of it [Haiti] on TV and see a lot of buildings 
down, but you can’t prepare for the emotions once you get there. 
There was a sense of desperation in the people because they needed 

UT Southwestern.

For difficult cases, 
my choice was easy.

Now is an exciting time to be a nurse at UT Southwestern. We are 

encouraged to use our minds in extraordinary ways to help bring 

our patients the latest advances in medicine. If you want to work 

on cases that most people only have the opportunity to read about 

in textbooks, look no further than UT Southwestern.

Dallas, Texas

•  Ranked in more specialties 
than any other hospital in 
North Texas on U.S. News & 
World Report’s America’s 
Best Hospitals 2009–10 list

•  Competitive wages and State 
of Texas benefits that begin 
the first day of employment

•  A supportive, culturally 
diverse environment

The University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center 
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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Nurse Manager:
Bone Marrow Transplant/Med Surg

RN Transplant Coordinators:
Heart/Lung

Kidney/Pancreas/Liver

Clinical Coordinator:
Med/Surg

Staff RNs:
Acute Stroke (new unit)

Apheresis (new unit)
Day Surgery (PRN)

Emergency Department
Medical/Surgical & Telemetry

Operating Room/PACU
Pre-Surgery Testing

RN Case Manager

Apply for these and other exciting careers at: 

www.utsouthwestern.edu/careers

Bess Rangel, RN, far left, and Amber Mays, RN setting up a homemade system 

to hang IV bags on with the help of a local.
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to just survive. We were told that people would want ‘the water in 
your hand’ because many had been without food or water for over 
four days by the time we got there. 

“At the hospital, there was some confusion when we walked in 
about why we were there and then where to start. The hospital was 
not safe, so we worked in the courtyard. 

“Since they speak French and Creole in Haiti, the medical forms 
were in French. Fortunately, there were some French doctors there 
and one of our doctors spoke French. There was a lot of pointing 
and sign language. 

“Once the word got out that American doctors were perform-
ing surgeries, we saw an increasing number of people showing up 
at the hospital with some of the more severe injuries. We weren’t 
equipped for some of the major surgeries and had to refer them to 
other places. 
q: Do you know how many patients you treated? 

“Overall, I think we performed about 150 surgeries, 40 of which 
were amputations, and saw over 600 people over a two-day period. 

“I had worked Katrina and helped out when I got stuck in Hur-
ricane Wilmer. These experiences helped with the mental prep, but 
there was no way to prepare for Haiti.   The number of amputees 
and injured children were like I had never seen. 

“We had to make some tough decisions in triage because we had 
no resources like antibiotics, pain medicine, or even a controlled 
atmosphere to work with. You have to decide who you can treat 
and who to refer to somewhere else. You also had to look at who 
has a chance at recovery, who had family, who had no place to go, 
and other quality-of-life issues. 

Apply online:
www.themedicalcenterofplano.com
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Candidates may also apply online at: The Medical Center
of Plano Recruitment, 1630 Coit Rd., Suite 200, Plano, TX
75075-7738 or call for more information: 972-519-1432.
Equal Opportunity Employer

www.themedicalcenterofplano.com

Work With The Best!Work With The Best!
The Medical Center of Plano ranked as the Top Health
Care Company in Dallas Business Journal’s “2009 Best
Places to Work in Dallas-Fort Worth.” Thank you to all of
our exceptional employees!

Registered NursesRegistered Nurses
Cardiac Cath Lab

Critical Care - 7pm-7am

Dialysis - PT

GI Lab

Labor & Delivery

Neuro/Renal ICU Stepdown

Nursing Administration (Float Pool) - PRN

Operating Room (Open Heart)

Operating Room - 3-11pm

PACU - PRN

Radiology Specials

Surgical Oncology

Leadership PositionsLeadership Positions
Director of Neuroscience Services

Director of Emergency Services

Emergency Room Assistant Nurse Manager - FT, nights

Labor & Delivery Nurse Manager

Level III NICU Nurse Manager

OR Assistant Nurse Manager - 3pm-11pm

PACU/Outpatient Surgery Nurse Manager

Surgical Oncology Nurse Manager

From left: Terry Pothier, RN; Bess Rangel, RN; Julie Camp, RN; Kathleen Madsen, 

RN; Diane Jackson-Abel, RN; Jon Rains, LVN; Amber Mays, RN. 
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“We had a 12-year-old boy show up with a broken arm. After we 
treated and released him, he returned carrying his six-year-old sis-
ter, who had a bandage on her foot covered in blood. The bandage 
had been sitting untouched from Tuesday until Saturday, so it was 
hard as a rock and we couldn’t get it off. We had to soak it for thirty 
minutes just to take the bandage off. When we finally removed the 
bandages, her foot was rotten and had to be amputated. We had to 
tell this 12-year-old boy that we needed to take his six-year-old sis-
ter’s foot off, and this was with no parents around. He understood 
and never left her side. There were so many stories like that, where 
people were thankful that we were amputating a limb, because it 
meant they could live. I told one 22-year-old woman that we had to 
take both her legs and she simply said ‘It is what it is.’” 
q: With so many stories like that, how do you keep your compo-

sure? 

“You shut down your emotions for 48 hours and compartmen-
talize everything. We had a job to do. I cried when we returned 
Monday night. I left them wondering who would look out for 
them, who would be their advocate.” 

T  E  X     S  
Award

For Performance
      ExcellenceWinning 

Your destination is clear. 

If you're searching for a healthcare employer whose high standards match your own, 
then your destination is clear – Medical City Children's Hospital. You'll appreciate our 
unique environment, where people blend together seamlessly to further our mission.

Our world-renowned Magnet facility is expanding! The new Medical City Children's 
Hospital tower is set to debut in May 2010. 

We currently have RN opportunities available in the following areas:

Pediatrics • PICU • NICU

Transport Team • Congenital Heart Surgery Unit

EOE

© 2010 NAS
(Media: delete copyright notice)

Nurses Lounge
7.625" x 4.825"
4-color

mcchildrenshospital.com

Amber Mays, RN BSN,  
Director of Surgical Services 
Forest Park Medical Center

q: How did this compare with what you were expecting? 

“When we landed initially, we had to wait on the tarmac for two 
hours while we waited for our transportation to the hospital. When 
we finally walked onto the streets, it was into  swarms of people. 
We were carrying boxes of gloves and wearing masks in our hands 
because we didn’t know what to expect. The people crowded 
around, trying to take our gloves and masks because the smell 
was unbearable. Fortunately we had a vehicle waiting on us. As we 
drove to the hospital, the streets were lined with people carrying 
empty jugs, looking for water. I had seen the news on TV, but you 
can’t imagine every single building being crumbled.  Many were 
spray painted by the search and rescue teams to show where they 
had already searched. We passed by schools and other buildings 
and couldn’t help but think about the number of people who had 
been inside when it collapsed. 

“When we arrived at the hospital, they had to signal to someone 
to let us in because other people were beating on the gate, trying to 
get in. They could only let a certain number of people in at a time.” 
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people who don’t appreciate what they have. I have to remember 
that they have not experienced what I have; they haven’t seen what 
I’ve seen. Everything we did there was life-saving and emergent. I 
think I’m much more appreciative of what I have and what I do. 

“I am grateful I had the opportunity to help. I never dreamed 
of becoming a nurse. I wanted to do something medical and once 
I started nursing school, I thought about quitting so many times. 
Fortunately, I found the OR, which is my calling, and going on 
this trip verified for me that this is where I need to be; this is my 
purpose. I couldn’t see it at first, so I’m thankful that I had the op-
portunity to gain that appreciation.”

•∞•

Christina Baez, RN 
Emergency Department Nurse 
Methodist Charlton 

Methodist Charlton Medical Center’s Christina Baez, RN, 
recently joined Christian Dominican Medical Mission (CDMM), 
and went with several other volunteers on a trip to Haiti to assist 
with health care needs and sup-
plies. 

“Arriving in Port au Prince, 
the devastation was unimagi-
nable. Houses, government 
buildings, hospitals, hotels 
-- everything is in ruins. Any 
building still standing is evacu-
ated in fear of further damage 
that the daily tremors will cause. 
Because of the destruction, 
people are forced to live in the 
streets. Sheets, tarps, and tents 
are a much needed item for pro-
tection from the scorching sun.” 

“The gratitude for what little 
we could do for them was evident through their smiles, even with 
the long wait. My heart cries out for the Haitian people. My prayer 
is that they will receive the help they need, not simply physical 
needs, but that their spiritual needs will be met as well.”

•∞•

q: Were you able to treat all injury types or only the most severe? 

“We saw a lot of children, and lots of crush injuries to hands 
and feet. Most patients were amputations. There was no chance of 
saving many limbs because of gangrene setting in after four or five 
days. There were many orthopedic injuries related to the quake.”
q: Anything you would change if you had to go back? 

“We faced many orthopedic injuries; we had plenty of dressings 
and splints, but needed  more. Because of the amputations, the 
patients needed crutches and canes to get around.  They had to use 
makeshift splints. We could have used more IV supplies, splinting 
materials, and PO Meds. 

“The people there need everything. They have no clothes, food, 
water, or simple things like soap or basic hygiene items. Everything 
they had is gone, so they are starting over. There were so many 
children and babies without clean diapers. They need tents and 
tarps and are making shelters out of anything.” 
q: How has this experience affected you? 

“It was a life-changing experience. You see people that are in the 
worst possible condition. I can’t imagine losing everything I have 
and not knowing where my family is. The people were so grateful 
that we were giving them amputations. I can’t imagine anyone in 
the US being grateful for an amputation. I appreciate having a job, 
home, and a nice place to go to work. It’s hard to be patient with 

Christina Baez, RN, treats a young Haitian. “The gratitude for what little we 

could do for them was evident through their smiles,” she says.

Christina Baez, RN
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Jackie Reed, RN, BSN, and Wendy Yeater RN, BSN, of Chil-
dren’s Medical Center Dallas, went to Haiti as part of two teams 
with the LEAP foundation, a  nonprofit organization dedicated 
to sending surgical teams around the world to help children and 
adults born with deformities.  

Jackie Reed, RN, BSN,  
OR Nurse 
Children’s Medical Center Dallas 

“My hospital, CDTI, was close to the epicenter. We had a 
courtyard where patients slept in tents. We were treating mainly 
young adults and teens. I remember that there were no smiles or 
laughter. Even within the few families that were fortunate enough 
to be together. Everyone was shell-shocked; you could see the fear 
and uncertainty on their faces. Many of them had only the clothes 
on their backs. We didn’t find out much about our patients, partly 
from a lack of formal paperwork, but also because we were afraid 
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It’s not just about Lydia’s health exam...

it’s also about a comforting touch.

Lydia is having her monthly health
exam and tends to get a little

nervous. At VNA of Texas, we know
how important it is to give her a

comforting word and touch to ease
her nerves. Caring for patients is
more than just providing excellent

healthcare. It’s about getting to know
each patient on a personal level and

becoming a part of their lives.

For more information, visit us at www.vnatexas.org or call (214)689-0000

to bring it up. We were using local anesthesia and many of our 
patients would have flash-backs while we worked on them.” 
q: What were the conditions like for you and the medical staff?

“We slept at the house of a resident the first night, and the next 
night we slept on the roof of the hospital, under the stars. We had 
water most of the times, but there were times when we didn’t.” 
q: We hear stories of unrest and hostility. Did you see any of that? 

“At no time did we feel unsafe. The people were quiet and disci-
plined. We saw a lot of long lines for food, passports, and airplanes 
to get out of the country. At night people are sleeping outside 
because the buildings are unsafe.” 
q: What would you like for others to know about Haiti? 

“There is not a quick fix for Haiti. There are a lot of organiza-
tional issues that need to be addressed. There are a lot of countries 
represented in the recovery efforts with different groups and some 
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territorialism, so there is some need for organization. Since the 
initial crisis is over, things should start getting better once they get 
a handle on the needs and set up communications.” 

Wendy Yeater RN, BSN,  
CNOR 
Children’s Medical Center Dallas

“I have been active with LEAP for twelve years, but I was still 
taken aback by the physical destruction and anguish in Haiti. At 
the hospital, HCH, a community hospital, every other patient had 
an amputation or an external fixator. The impact on the people is 
beyond what I have seen before. Patients were everywhere, sleeping 
in tents, on the floors, anywhere they could. 

“The hardest part was having to leave. There are not enough 
caretakers there, so it was difficult to leave knowing they don’t have 
enough people to care for them, especially during the night shift.” 
q: What were the conditions like for you and the medical staff?

“At our hospital they would shut the water off at night to fill the 
tank back up. There were several teams from other countries, like 
Sweden, Korea, Japan, and Saint Thomas, so we were very aware of 
the number of people who had to share the water. Sometimes the 
electricity would blink on and off. We took camping head lamps to 
wear if the lights went out during surgery. For food, we took our 
own MREs and they had some for us there. They posted a guard 

“Spontaneous” is the word Chioma Ohiri, an RN at Park-
land hospital in Dallas, uses to describe her recent trip to 

help in Haiti after the devastating earthquake. When she heard 
what happened "her heart said just go help." She left a vacation 
in Cancun with friends to fly with a group of about 60 other 
medical professionals from across the U.S. 

 Hospitals for Humanity organized the group via email. Using 
her own money, Ohiri flew to Miami where a donated chartered 
plane flew the group of 60 to Haiti. 

After a safe arrival Haiti, Ohiri was assigned to a trauma team, 
something she's never experienced before. The group made a 
mini-hospital inside a church in Carrefour to care for patients. 
They had to beg patients to come in for help because nobody 
wanted to go inside a building in case it collapsed. 

“Their wounds are so much more than the physical. Knowing 
that you’re doing all you can and most people you treat will not 
survive their injuries is the hardest part,” Ohiri explained. “After 
all they’ve been through, it’s too late for many people. For the 
ones who will survive, it will take a lifetime to recover from the 
emotional trauma they've endured.”

Among the many pa-
tients Ohiri treated was a 
woman who was six-months 
pregnant. Seconds after the 
woman arrived, she began to 
seize and Ohiri immediately 
helped deliver the pre-term 
baby on the dirty ground, 
surrounded by flies, via 
c-section with no anesthetic. 
Both mother and child sur-
vived and were rushed to the 
Comfort, a floating military 
hospital, in the back of a SUV 
used as an ambulance.

“The baby turned pink right away, he seemed so perfect in a 
world of chaos.”

While the experience was nerve-wracking and scary at times, 
the prayers, songs and thank yous from the Haitian people is 
what Ohiri will remember most. 

Chioma Ohiri, RN 
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The Medical Center of Arlington is a 326-bed, full-service hospital offering 
comprehensive, high-tech services. But what really sets us apart is having the 
brightest individuals working together as a unified team with all the tools and 
resources they need to deliver excellent patient care. Finding and keeping the 
best talent is a top priority, especially now as we pursue Magnet™ designation. 

Come here to help lead the journey, one team member at a time. 

MANAGER OF RECRUITMENT
The ideal candidate must be a Texas-licensed RN (or eligible) with at least two 

years experience in a recruitment role; supervisory experience preferred. A 
bachelor’s degree in Nursing, Human Resources Administration, Healthcare 

Administration or related field also required.  

Apply Online:

www.WeBe l i e ve InYourTa len t . com
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Stewart King, VP of HR, at Stewart.king@hcahealthcare.com 

or call  (817) 465-3241 
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Want to help?
If you are wondering what you can do to help with Haiti relief 

efforts, a recent article on MSNBC.com, “Disaster Do-gooders Can 

Actually Hinder Help,” written by JoNel Aleccia, a health writer for 

MSNBC, underscores the importance of proper planning by show-

ing how even the best intentions can cause problems in disaster 

scenarios. 

Aleccia spoke with emergency response and disaster experts 

and found some important considerations to make when contem-

plating how to best help the people in Haiti:  

When people go into Haiti without enough food and water to • 

support themselves during their stay, they become a burden 

on the actual victims because they have to use resources that 

are needed for recovery.  

It is best to only go if you are already a part of a formal team • 

before a disaster happens. 

Only conduct donation drives when an organization on the • 

ground in Haiti asks for something specific. Donations of 

clothes, canned goods and water cost more to transport, sort, 

store and distribute than they do to purchase. 

Money is often the best type of support, because it allows the • 

teams in place to purchase important resources in large quan-

tities, instead of spending large amounts of money to ship 

small cans or water bottles.  

Source: www.msnbc.msn.com

next to the water bottles because some went missing one night.  
The hospital was crowded, muggy with no air conditioning, and 
full of mosquitoes and flies. Not a good environment for healing 
and recovery. 
q: We hear stories of unrest and hostility. Did you see any of that? 

Overall, the people were welcoming and receptive to us. I was 
approached by a man asking for a tent because he and his daughter 
were sleeping outside. We also had people asking for jobs--to work 
for us while we were there.  
q: What would you like for others to know about Haiti? 

I am amazed at the amount of medical supplies that have been 
donated. There was not enough organization to handle it all. Over-
all, everyone brought a different angle to the medical care pro-
vided, and they were all there to do the right thing and help people. 
It seemed like whenever we needed something, there was seamless 
cooperation, even if we weren’t speaking the same language. 

NL
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The Lounge Online

Online groups are nothing new. They have been 
around since the beginning of the internet 
and have developed into one of the most ef-

ficient ways for group members to communicate. We 
see groups on Yahoo, Google and most notably Face-
book. Members post some content and mainly use their 
online groups to start discussions about the latest, most 
relevant topics.

However, most online platforms that allow group-creation fail 
to meet many of the communication needs for niche groups that 
have more to share than just “chit-chat.”  More specifically, niche 
professional groups such as nurses. Nurses Lounge and their 
development of online groups, called lounges, provide a useful yet 
professional platform for nurses. 

On top of your standard discussion board where individuals can 
pass comments and ideas, Nurses Lounge provides local nurse as-
sociations with the ability to seamlessly share more tangible infor-
mation such as upcoming events, continuing education, research 
documents, presentations, publications, relevant news, articles and 
more within the confines of a professionally maintained environ-
ment. Users also have the option to subscribe to the posts of their 
choice so they are automatically notified via email of any new 
content created by their fellow colleagues. 

Lounges offer users the peace of mind that their content is 
shared in a secure place and that it is being seen and received by 
other nurse professionals who genuinely care about professional 
networking.  Unlike Facebook and other online platforms which 
playfully target their audience, Nurses Lounge is focused on pro-
fessionalism. All content is highly monitored by Nurses Lounge 
staff, insuring the security of their exclusive and professional users. 

Professional  
Collaboration 
Made Easy with   
Nurses Lounge 
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Lounges also stretch outside the boundaries of the individual 
nurse and are available for associations within the nursing profes-
sion. Nurse Organizations can create groups to help stay in touch 
with their members and to quickly distribute information. Orga-
nizations such as the Tarrant County Emergency Nurses Associa-
tion and Texas Nurses Association Districts 3 and 4 use lounges to 
update members with announcements and upcoming events and 
to encourage discussions among members.

Schools such as the University of Texas at Arlington College of 
Nursing use lounges to bring faculty, alumni, and students together 
in a professional environment to collaborate and share informa-
tion. 

Taking online groups a step further, lounges are even created 
around certain metropolitan areas and states to serve as an aggre-
gator of information for the local nursing profession. Geographic 
lounges update members with information on local upcoming 
events, news and other information. 

Local school’s and organization’s public content is automatically 
sent to their corresponding geographic lounge, increasing their 
reach within the local nursing community. Individuals can connect 
with local like-minded professionals and share information on is-
sues pertaining to their immediate area.  

With the advent of online groups, communication among mem-
bers has become seamless. With the advent of the Nurses Lounge 
the distribution of information and the collaboration between 
nurses, nursing schools, nurse organizations and even the local 
nursing profession have been made easy.  

the lounge online

“Lounges offer users the peace of mind that 
their content is shared in a secure space 
and that it is...focused on professionalism. 
All content is highly monitored by Nurses 
Lounge staff, insuring the security of their 
exclusive and professional users.”

If you belong to a nursing association that needs a 

better way to communicate with your members and 

the Dallas nursing profession at large, email Garmes@

nurseslounge.com 
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The purpose of this educational activity is to enhance the ability of 

professional nurses to fully engage in their role as social advocates.  

Recognizing that social advocacy involves striving for changes that 

can identify and correct inequities or inconsistencies that exist in our 

world today can be an important part of professional nursing growth.  

Nurses can take social advocacy actions that will benefi t patients, their 

community, and society.

A New Year’s Resolution: 
Take on the Challenge of 
Social Advocacy!

Authors: 

Robert G. Hanks, PhD, FNP-C, RN, Clinical Assistant Professor, 
The University of Texas at Arlington School of Nursing

Aaron mitschke, MS, APRN, BC, Clinical Instructor, 
The University of Texas at Arlington School of Nursing 

Dr. Hanks and Mr. Mitschke are both employed as full time faculty at 
the UT Arlington School of Nursing and have extensive experience 
with working with vulnerable populations in the community. Dr. 
Hanks is recognized for his development of an advocacy scale 
and has multiple publications related to the topic. Mr. Mitschke is 
highly regarded for his work with immigrant populations in Dallas 
in conjunction with the Agape clinic. Mr. Mitschke and Dr. Hanks 
teach undergraduate prelicensure community health nursing at 
UT Arlington School of Nursing which includes community clinical 
rotations for nursing students.

Disclosure Statements: The planning committee and authors report no 
relevant fi nancial relationships or confl icts of interest.  The authors do not intend 
to discuss any unapproved or off -label use of any product.  There is no commercial 
support for this educational activity.  Accredited status does not imply real or 
implied endorsement by the provider, Texas Nurses Association, or ANCC’s COA of 
any product, service or company referred to in this educational activity.

Objectives: 
At the completion of this educational activity, the nurse should be able to:

Defi ne social advocacy as an important role for nurses.1. 
Identify specifi c steps that a nurse can take to become involved as a 2. 
social advocate.
Recognize the practical implications of social advocacy.3. 

Requirements for Successful Completion 
Read the article.1. 
Complete the post test questions and program evaluation by circling 2. 
the selected responses on the post test.
Fill out the registration form.3. 
Send registration form, post test, and a check for $12.00 to:4. 

Continuing Nursing Education
Th e University of Texas at Arlington

Box 19197
Arlington, TX 76019-0197

A passing score is 80% to receive 1.0 Contact Hour.  If you pass, your 5. 
CE certifi cate will be forwarded to you.  If you do not pass, you will 
be notifi ed and may repeat the test once at no cost.
Send before February 15, 2012.6. 

Continuing Education
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“I do have a hard 
time not calling her 

Mom at work.”

We didn’t forget the mae nurses! If you are a father 
whose child has followed you into nursing, or if you 

were inspired by your father to become a nurse, send us your story and we 
may feature you in our upcoming article on father nurses! Please send your 
submission to editor@nurseslounge.com. 

“Igna facidunt etue 
delisit laorper irit 

iuscilit la feu feum-
san dignim zzriusc 

iliquam quat nostion 
ulputpat. Ut ent ili-
quat pratue vulla.”

nursing is in need of further exploration by practicing nurses and nurse 
researchers.

Education and Social Advocacy
Nursing education includes specifi c education on the nurse’s role as 

an advocate. Most oft en, the competencies regarding advocacy are sur-
rounding the nurse, patient, and families. However, there are competen-
cies related to social advocacy. Th e Texas Diff erentiated Competencies 
(Texas Board of Nursing [BON], 2002) state that graduate nurse is able to 
advocate for access and quality of health care and for “societal well being” 
(p.32)-competencies that is in line with the concept of social advocacy. 
National educational guidelines include the American Association of 
Colleges in Nursing (AACN) Essentials of Baccalaureate Education (2008) 
which eludes to social advocacy by asking that graduates be able to advo-
cate for communities as well as individual patients and that state nurses 
should provide care that “identifi es, respects, and addresses patients’ 
diff erences, values, preferences, and expressed needs” and stipulates that 
education should provide the nurse to “act as advocates for individuals, 
families, groups, communities, and/or populations and to promote social 
justice”. Th e National League for Nursing (NLN) Educational Competencies 
for Graduates of Associate Degree Nursing Programs (2000) indicates that 
advocacy for clients is an important nursing function which may be an 
“individual, a family or a group of persons in the community” and that the 
nurse should “advocate for client rights”. Further, the nurse is expected to 
assist the client to “access available resources and services”. Th e culmina-
tion of these competencies indicates that nurses need to act as advocates 
for not only the individual patient or client, but also for larger groups such 
as communities.

How You Can be a Social Advocate
Find Your Passion
Understandably, being a social advocate takes personal time and eff ort. 

Having a sense of your own passion, interest, or concerns about health 
care or societal issues and nursing can be a key motivator in your ability to 
act as an advocate for communities or groups. Th is requires careful refl ec-
tion and thought about your own feelings surrounding issues that might 
be found in your community or groups that you work with.

Defi ning Community or Group
An essential step in social advocacy is defi ning your community or 

group and identifying the members that constitute that community or 
group. Th ink about all possible members of the group, where the members 
are located, and how the members communicate. By defi ning your group 
or community, this will assist in the assessment of the community and 
identifying needs. Choosing a large area or group may make the assess-
ment more diffi  cult, may dilute your advocacy message, or may not be 
applicable to the majority of the community members in an area to raise 
public awareness.

Assessment of Community Need 
As with most all of nursing, a critical assessment is needed before act-

ing as a social advocate. Ask yourself “what are the needs of this group or 
community?”. Th e data used for the assessment of the group of community 
can take on many forms and can include actual statistical data, informa-
tion from community leaders, or your own observations. Th e key to being 
a social advocate is understanding the community’s perception of an 
issue-the community may not feel that an issue is a pressing concern, or 
there are competitive issues that are taking precedence in that particular 
community.

Encouraging and Educating Communities 
Encouraging your community is another part of social advocacy. Some 

communities may need help in clarifying an issue or need assistance in 
advancing their concerns through governmental channels. Using “real life” 
exemplars of other successful social advocacy actions with your group or 
community may also be encouraging and demonstrate that advocacy can 
bring about change.

A similar concept to encouraging communities is educating commu-
nities. Remember, most communities are probably not that savvy about 
health issues or possibly misinformed. Providing clear information in 
understandable, appropriate language is essential for communication your 
message. Th e use of professional translators may be needed in the case of 
language barriers and be careful to avoid medical jargon that your target 
group or community may not understand.

Engaging Professional Groups
As mentioned before, being a social advocate takes time and eff ort on 

your part. Being engaged in professional groups may help in identifying 
those nurses that may have similar interests or experiences in acting as 
social advocates. In addition, you may want to consider interest groups, 
for example, if childhood obesity is a community concern, there may be 
pediatric groups, other health care personnel, or schools in your area that 
are interested in supporting your advocacy eff orts. 

Clarifying the Message and Media Outlets
For the social advocacy eff ort to be eff ective, the message must be 

clearly understandable to a non-health care audience. Your message 
must be clear, to the point, and supported with reliable evidence. Th e use 

Introduction
 Start off  your New Year with a new challenge in your nursing career-

being a social advocate for a group or community! Th is article explains 
what social advocacy is and the steps to being an eff ective social advocate. 
As you know, the nursing profession has long recognized the central 
role advocacy holds with our practice. In fact, Florence Nightingale fi rst 
implied advocacy in her writings, and of course was a great advocate for 
the individual patient. Less well recognized to the practising nursing com-
munity is the idea of social advocacy, which was also practice by Florence 
Nightingale. Th is article will explore the meaning of social advocacy and 
describe several ways how nurses may act as social advocates for patients, 
community and society.

Defi ning Social Advocacy
 So what exactly is meant by social advocacy?  In order to understand 

social advocacy, it is helpful to understand the basis of this term. Social 
advocacy is derived from the concept of social justice.  Social justice, 
which can be referred to as civil justice, means that justice is achieved in 
all aspects of society as a whole (Bu & Jezewski, 2006). Th is defi nition goes 
beyond the traditional defi nition of justice used in the legal system. In 
social justice, all individuals and groups are entitled to fair treatment and 
an equal share of benefi ts of society. From this idea of social justice arises 
social advocacy. Social advocacy indicates striving for changes to identify 
and correct inequities or inconsistencies that may exist in society (Bu & 
Jezewski). Th e social advocacy actions can be on behalf of clients, com-
munities, or society at large. In nursing, social advocacy oft en is focused 
on issues of the health and welfare of clients and communities. 

Historical Figures
Even though noted for her work with hospitals, Florence Nightingale 

was actually a social advocate.  During the Crimean War,  Ms. Nightingale 
realized that, implementing sanitation changes to hospitals, she could 
impact the death rate. Ms. Nightingale was able to bring about change by 
bringing the issues of military hospital conditions to the attention of both 
the British government and the public and was able to enhance her social 
advocacy actions with the use of statistics to support her claims. (Weisz, 
2009). Other notable fi gures in social advocacy are Lillian Wald, Mary 
Brewster, Margaret Sanger, and Lavinia Dock. Viewed collectively, these 
pioneers helped to act as social advocates for changes in housing, sanita-
tion, immigrant services, and reproductive health (Anderson & McFar-
lane, 2008).

A modern day example of social advocacy by nurses is the involve-
ment of nursing in the health care reform eff orts currently underway at 
the Federal level. Nursing, through groups such as the American Nurses 
Association, has vocalized support of universal access to health care for all 
members of society (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2009). In ad-

dition, nurses and nursing organizations around the country advocate for 
change on a multitude of social conditions.

Social Advocacy and ANA Code of Ethics
Since the ANA Code of Ethics (ANA, 2001) is a guiding force for the 

nursing profession in this country, it is appropriate to look at how social 
advocacy ties into our ethical code. Th e ANA Code of Ethics explicitly 
indicates that nurses should advocate for patients; in fact it is explicitly 
indicated that “Th e nurse promotes, advocates for, and strives to protect 
the health, safety, and rights of the patient.” Keeping this ethical require-
ment to advocate in mind, remember that the Code of Ethics indicates that 
“patient” refers not only to a single patient but can broadly include fami-
lies, groups, or community. Additional support for the social advocacy 
role from the ANA Code of Ethics include that the nurse will collaborate 
“with other health professionals and the public in promoting community, 
national, and international eff orts to meet health needs.” As a composite, 
these areas of the Code of Ethics provide the ethical guidance for nurses to 
act as social advocates.

Literature and Research Regarding Social 
Advocacy

Interestingly, there is little literature regarding social advocacy and 
nursing practise, with even fewer research based articles about the topic. 
However, there have been some notable articles encouraging nurses to 
look beyond the traditional patient advocacy to the broader aspect of 
social advocacy. Freeman (1971) asked nurses to be engaged in societal 
issues, act as advocates, and help build the capabilities of “those we serve” 
to self-advocate for their rights. Building on this basis, Fowler (1989) 
wrote about the need to expand the concept of advocacy beyond the 
traditional nurse-patient relationship oft en found in the hospital set-
ting. She proposed that nurses be engaged in social change and critically 
analyze traditional allocation of resources not only at the personal level, 
but the societal level as well. Bu and Jezewski (2005) analyzed the available 
advocacy literature available, and although they did identify champion-
ing social justice in a few articles, the vast majority of the articles are not 
research based, but philosophical in nature. Th e area of social advocacy in 

Advocate: Speaking for another

Social Justice: Justice is achieved in all aspects of society as 

a whole.

Social Advocacy: Striving for changes to identify and correct 

inequities or inconsistencies that may exist in society

Find Your Passion

Defi ne Your Community of Focus• 

Assess Community Needs• 

Encourage and Educate Community• 

Engage in Professional Groups to Promote Cause• 

Use Media and Inform Elected Offi  cial of Cause• 

Box 1: Defi nitions Box 2: Acting as a Social Advocate 
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nursing is in need of further exploration by practicing nurses and nurse 
researchers.

Education and Social Advocacy
Nursing education includes specifi c education on the nurse’s role as 

an advocate. Most oft en, the competencies regarding advocacy are sur-
rounding the nurse, patient, and families. However, there are competen-
cies related to social advocacy. Th e Texas Diff erentiated Competencies 
(Texas Board of Nursing [BON], 2002) state that graduate nurse is able to 
advocate for access and quality of health care and for “societal well being” 
(p.32)-competencies that is in line with the concept of social advocacy. 
National educational guidelines include the American Association of 
Colleges in Nursing (AACN) Essentials of Baccalaureate Education (2008) 
which eludes to social advocacy by asking that graduates be able to advo-
cate for communities as well as individual patients and that state nurses 
should provide care that “identifi es, respects, and addresses patients’ 
diff erences, values, preferences, and expressed needs” and stipulates that 
education should provide the nurse to “act as advocates for individuals, 
families, groups, communities, and/or populations and to promote social 
justice”. Th e National League for Nursing (NLN) Educational Competencies 
for Graduates of Associate Degree Nursing Programs (2000) indicates that 
advocacy for clients is an important nursing function which may be an 
“individual, a family or a group of persons in the community” and that the 
nurse should “advocate for client rights”. Further, the nurse is expected to 
assist the client to “access available resources and services”. Th e culmina-
tion of these competencies indicates that nurses need to act as advocates 
for not only the individual patient or client, but also for larger groups such 
as communities.

How You Can be a Social Advocate
Find Your Passion
Understandably, being a social advocate takes personal time and eff ort. 

Having a sense of your own passion, interest, or concerns about health 
care or societal issues and nursing can be a key motivator in your ability to 
act as an advocate for communities or groups. Th is requires careful refl ec-
tion and thought about your own feelings surrounding issues that might 
be found in your community or groups that you work with.

Defi ning Community or Group
An essential step in social advocacy is defi ning your community or 

group and identifying the members that constitute that community or 
group. Th ink about all possible members of the group, where the members 
are located, and how the members communicate. By defi ning your group 
or community, this will assist in the assessment of the community and 
identifying needs. Choosing a large area or group may make the assess-
ment more diffi  cult, may dilute your advocacy message, or may not be 
applicable to the majority of the community members in an area to raise 
public awareness.

Assessment of Community Need 
As with most all of nursing, a critical assessment is needed before act-

ing as a social advocate. Ask yourself “what are the needs of this group or 
community?”. Th e data used for the assessment of the group of community 
can take on many forms and can include actual statistical data, informa-
tion from community leaders, or your own observations. Th e key to being 
a social advocate is understanding the community’s perception of an 
issue-the community may not feel that an issue is a pressing concern, or 
there are competitive issues that are taking precedence in that particular 
community.

Encouraging and Educating Communities 
Encouraging your community is another part of social advocacy. Some 

communities may need help in clarifying an issue or need assistance in 
advancing their concerns through governmental channels. Using “real life” 
exemplars of other successful social advocacy actions with your group or 
community may also be encouraging and demonstrate that advocacy can 
bring about change.

A similar concept to encouraging communities is educating commu-
nities. Remember, most communities are probably not that savvy about 
health issues or possibly misinformed. Providing clear information in 
understandable, appropriate language is essential for communication your 
message. Th e use of professional translators may be needed in the case of 
language barriers and be careful to avoid medical jargon that your target 
group or community may not understand.

Engaging Professional Groups
As mentioned before, being a social advocate takes time and eff ort on 

your part. Being engaged in professional groups may help in identifying 
those nurses that may have similar interests or experiences in acting as 
social advocates. In addition, you may want to consider interest groups, 
for example, if childhood obesity is a community concern, there may be 
pediatric groups, other health care personnel, or schools in your area that 
are interested in supporting your advocacy eff orts. 

Clarifying the Message and Media Outlets
For the social advocacy eff ort to be eff ective, the message must be 

clearly understandable to a non-health care audience. Your message 
must be clear, to the point, and supported with reliable evidence. Th e use 

Introduction
 Start off  your New Year with a new challenge in your nursing career-

being a social advocate for a group or community! Th is article explains 
what social advocacy is and the steps to being an eff ective social advocate. 
As you know, the nursing profession has long recognized the central 
role advocacy holds with our practice. In fact, Florence Nightingale fi rst 
implied advocacy in her writings, and of course was a great advocate for 
the individual patient. Less well recognized to the practising nursing com-
munity is the idea of social advocacy, which was also practice by Florence 
Nightingale. Th is article will explore the meaning of social advocacy and 
describe several ways how nurses may act as social advocates for patients, 
community and society.

Defi ning Social Advocacy
 So what exactly is meant by social advocacy?  In order to understand 

social advocacy, it is helpful to understand the basis of this term. Social 
advocacy is derived from the concept of social justice.  Social justice, 
which can be referred to as civil justice, means that justice is achieved in 
all aspects of society as a whole (Bu & Jezewski, 2006). Th is defi nition goes 
beyond the traditional defi nition of justice used in the legal system. In 
social justice, all individuals and groups are entitled to fair treatment and 
an equal share of benefi ts of society. From this idea of social justice arises 
social advocacy. Social advocacy indicates striving for changes to identify 
and correct inequities or inconsistencies that may exist in society (Bu & 
Jezewski). Th e social advocacy actions can be on behalf of clients, com-
munities, or society at large. In nursing, social advocacy oft en is focused 
on issues of the health and welfare of clients and communities. 

Historical Figures
Even though noted for her work with hospitals, Florence Nightingale 

was actually a social advocate.  During the Crimean War,  Ms. Nightingale 
realized that, implementing sanitation changes to hospitals, she could 
impact the death rate. Ms. Nightingale was able to bring about change by 
bringing the issues of military hospital conditions to the attention of both 
the British government and the public and was able to enhance her social 
advocacy actions with the use of statistics to support her claims. (Weisz, 
2009). Other notable fi gures in social advocacy are Lillian Wald, Mary 
Brewster, Margaret Sanger, and Lavinia Dock. Viewed collectively, these 
pioneers helped to act as social advocates for changes in housing, sanita-
tion, immigrant services, and reproductive health (Anderson & McFar-
lane, 2008).

A modern day example of social advocacy by nurses is the involve-
ment of nursing in the health care reform eff orts currently underway at 
the Federal level. Nursing, through groups such as the American Nurses 
Association, has vocalized support of universal access to health care for all 
members of society (American Nurses Association [ANA], 2009). In ad-

dition, nurses and nursing organizations around the country advocate for 
change on a multitude of social conditions.

Social Advocacy and ANA Code of Ethics
Since the ANA Code of Ethics (ANA, 2001) is a guiding force for the 

nursing profession in this country, it is appropriate to look at how social 
advocacy ties into our ethical code. Th e ANA Code of Ethics explicitly 
indicates that nurses should advocate for patients; in fact it is explicitly 
indicated that “Th e nurse promotes, advocates for, and strives to protect 
the health, safety, and rights of the patient.” Keeping this ethical require-
ment to advocate in mind, remember that the Code of Ethics indicates that 
“patient” refers not only to a single patient but can broadly include fami-
lies, groups, or community. Additional support for the social advocacy 
role from the ANA Code of Ethics include that the nurse will collaborate 
“with other health professionals and the public in promoting community, 
national, and international eff orts to meet health needs.” As a composite, 
these areas of the Code of Ethics provide the ethical guidance for nurses to 
act as social advocates.

Literature and Research Regarding Social 
Advocacy

Interestingly, there is little literature regarding social advocacy and 
nursing practise, with even fewer research based articles about the topic. 
However, there have been some notable articles encouraging nurses to 
look beyond the traditional patient advocacy to the broader aspect of 
social advocacy. Freeman (1971) asked nurses to be engaged in societal 
issues, act as advocates, and help build the capabilities of “those we serve” 
to self-advocate for their rights. Building on this basis, Fowler (1989) 
wrote about the need to expand the concept of advocacy beyond the 
traditional nurse-patient relationship oft en found in the hospital set-
ting. She proposed that nurses be engaged in social change and critically 
analyze traditional allocation of resources not only at the personal level, 
but the societal level as well. Bu and Jezewski (2005) analyzed the available 
advocacy literature available, and although they did identify champion-
ing social justice in a few articles, the vast majority of the articles are not 
research based, but philosophical in nature. Th e area of social advocacy in 

Advocate: Speaking for another

Social Justice: Justice is achieved in all aspects of society as 

a whole.

Social Advocacy: Striving for changes to identify and correct 

inequities or inconsistencies that may exist in society

Find Your Passion

Defi ne Your Community of Focus• 

Assess Community Needs• 

Encourage and Educate Community• 

Engage in Professional Groups to Promote Cause• 

Use Media and Inform Elected Offi  cial of Cause• 

Box 1: Defi nitions Box 2: Acting as a Social Advocate 
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of media outlets is one method to reaching a larger audience. Th is may 
include bringing the issue to newsprint media, speciality publications, 
and radio and television outlets. Don’t overlook small publications, such 
as neighbourhood or church newsletters and school-based organizational 
newsletters, such as PTA. Some community members are now engaged in 
using websites and online social networks that might need to be consid-
ered fore a media outlet.

Working with Elected Offi  cials
Th e interaction with governmental agencies and representatives can be 

daunting, particularly if you are a novice social advocate. It takes practise 
and skills. If you are new to advocating, remember that clear communica-
tion is the key to being successful. Leave out confrontational emotions in 
your message, and avoid the use of medical terms that may not be under-
stood by the offi  cial. Use your statistics wisely and accurately, and be sure 
to cite your sources to make your point have validity.

Consider using multiple methods of interacting with elected offi  cials. 
Th e traditional mailed letter is one method, and you may want to encour-
age your community to engage in a letter writing campaign to a specifi c 
elected offi  cial. Depending on the issue and the elected offi  cial, you may 
want to consider scheduling a meeting with the offi  cial. Some governmen-
tal venues, such as city governments, oft en have the opportunity for the 
public to speak during a meeting. Increasingly, there has been the oppor-
tunity to attend “town-hall” meetings with elected offi  cials-providing yet 
another opportunity to have your concerns heard. Lastly, consider inquir-
ing if your professional organization is interacting or approaching elected 
offi  cials on a particular issue. Th ere is strength in numbers in regards to 
social advocacy, and this may be an avenue to consider.

Exemplar of Social Advocacy
Susan, an emergency department nurse for 12 years, is seeing a patient 

come to the emergency room for a tooth ache.  Over time, she realizes that 
patients coming to the emergency department for dental pain are not rare, 
but rather are quite common.  She starting asking these patients, ‘Why are 
you coming to the ER for a tooth pain?  Why not go to your dentist?’  Th e 
vast majority of patients told her that they are not off ered dental insurance 
at their job, that they can not aff ord to pay the high costs for dental care, 
and that they can not fi nd low cost dental care in their community.  Susan 
started investigating the problem to see if she could fi nd low cost dental 
care.  Aft er calling many clinics, dental practices, dental schools and public 
health departments, Susan fi nds that there are few options available for low 
cost dental services.  She decides that the lack of dental care among low 
income persons of her community is an issue of social justice and she feels 
compelled to act as a social advocate in this case.  

Susan began her assessment of the dental issue by speaking with the 
quality assurance offi  cer of her hospital.   Th e quality assurance offi  cer 
provided Susan the total numbers of patients the emergency department 
sees for dental pain and provided the hospitals costs of providing this 
care.   Susan began her social advocacy by talking with professional dental 

organizations in the community. She shared the information the hospital 
provided regarding the number of dental patients seen in the emergency 
department and the associated costs for these issues.  In addition, Susan 
discussed her fi ndings about the lack of low cost dental care in the com-
munity.  Th e county professional dental organization was very interested in 
these fi ndings.  Th e dental organization decides that further assessment is 
needed and Susan is asked to be a key part of this assessment. Susan is able 
to advocate low cost dental care with the dental organization and organize 
a network of dentists willing to perform low cost dental procedures. Th e 
end result is a decrease in the utilization of expensive emergency room 
resources for dental issues.

Conclusion
 Now you are ready for a innovative New Year’s resolution-taking on 

the challenge of being a social advocate. Th is type of advocacy is not new 
to nursing, and is an extension of the nurse-patient advocacy that you 
are already practicing. As with the current advocacy you provide your 
patients, providing social advocacy can take time and eff ort. By fi nding 
your passion, identifying community needs, and acting on and publicizing 
those unmet needs, you can enable yourself with the skills to take on the 
challenge of being a social advocate.
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1. When was the fi rst American Nurses Cre-1. 
dentialing Center nursing informatics exam 
available?

a. 1960a. 
b. 1970b. 
c. 1980c. 
d. 1995d. 

2. Which item is NOT a key component of the 2. 
nursing informatics role?

a. Project managera. 
b. Educatorb. 
c. Product developerc. 
d. Dieticiand. 

3. One of the three main goals for every new 3. 
technology are to enhance service, streamline 
the process, and __________. 

a. Keep track of who is not using the new a. 
system
b. Reduce learning needs of usersb. 
c. Reduce costc. 
d. Duplicate the old systemd. 

e. 

4. What is a clinical decision support system?4. 
a. Computer software applications that match a. 
patient characteristics with a knowledge base 
to generate specifi c care recommendations
b. Telephone that provides patient information b. 
to healthcare team members

c. Screen monitor that displays maps of hos-c. 
pitals
d. Track-ball that allows selection of clinic ap-d. 
pointments

5. Which is one of the ANA recognized nursing 5. 
terminologies? 

a. NANDAa. 
b. SPSS Inc.b. 
c. PDA c. 
d. ICD-9d. 

6. Addressing the optimal placement of 6. 
computer terminals in a patient room is an 
example of . . . 

a. Traininga. 
b. Educationb. 
c. Ergonomicsc. 
d. Activationd. 

7. The term human factors describes the gen-7. 
eral relationship between. . .

a. Nurses and physiciansa. 
b. Nurses and their managersb. 
c. Nurses and patientsc. 
d. Humans and machinesd. 

8. Which means of protecting health informa-8. 
tion is authorized by the individual?

a. Votinga. 
b. Privacyb. 
c. Admittingc. 
d. Storingd. 

9. What is the sequence whereby data is trans-9. 
formed to knowledge?

a. Data, information, knowledgea. 
b. Knowledge, information, datab. 
c. Information, knowledge, datac. 
d. Data, knowledge, informationd. 

10. One single instance of vital signs – heart 10. 
rate, respirations, temperature and blood 
pressure – is an example of which level of 
“transformation of data to knowledge?”

a. Dataa. 
b. Informationb. 
c. Knowledgec. 
d. Wisdomd. 
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Advocacy is broadly defi ned as:1. 
being paid to lobby elected offi  cialsa. 
providing nursing careb. 
speaking for anotherc. 
determining healthcare allocationsd. 

Social advocacy diff ers from nurse-patient 2.  
advocacy in that social advocacy: 

focuses on the individual nurse-patient relation-a. 
ship
is striving for changes to correct inequities that b. 
may exist in society
provides an avenue for the nurse to as a paid c. 
lobbyist
does not address societal inequitiesd. 

One of the beginning steps in acts as a social 3.  
advocate includes:

evaluating your advocacy eff ortsa. 
developing a plan for advocacyb. 
approaching elected offi  cials about a topicc. 
defi ning your community of interestd. 

Which of the following is noted for social 4.  
advocacy?

Martha Rogersa. 
Dorothea Oremb. 
Madeleine Leiningerc. 
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AACNa. 
NLNb. 
Texas BONc. 
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statistical information about the communityc. 
information from community leadersd. 
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which of the following?

using medical jargon to emphasize health a. 
related matters
providing a clear message understandable by b. 
non-healthcare audiences
using unreliable data sourcesc. 
strictly providing your opiniond. 

Finding your passion about advocacy issues 8.  
can include all except:

careful refl ection on your own feelings about a. 
an issue
have an interest in the issueb. 
be willing to take the time and eff ortc. 
expecting compensation for your eff ortsd. 

Educating communities can be a vital part of 9.  
social advocacy. The most appropriate educa-
tion includes:

high reading level written materialsa. 
a lengthy bibliography list for community mem-b. 
bers to scrutinize
using understandable, appropriate languagec. 
ignoring potential language barriersd. 

 In working with elected offi  cials, social advo-10.  
cates must remember:

to avoid medical jargona. 
to leave out confrontational emotions in your b. 
message
to use statistical data that is cited and reliablec. 
to use only one method to contact the offi  cial d. 
about the issue.
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of media outlets is one method to reaching a larger audience. Th is may 
include bringing the issue to newsprint media, speciality publications, 
and radio and television outlets. Don’t overlook small publications, such 
as neighbourhood or church newsletters and school-based organizational 
newsletters, such as PTA. Some community members are now engaged in 
using websites and online social networks that might need to be consid-
ered fore a media outlet.

Working with Elected Offi  cials
Th e interaction with governmental agencies and representatives can be 

daunting, particularly if you are a novice social advocate. It takes practise 
and skills. If you are new to advocating, remember that clear communica-
tion is the key to being successful. Leave out confrontational emotions in 
your message, and avoid the use of medical terms that may not be under-
stood by the offi  cial. Use your statistics wisely and accurately, and be sure 
to cite your sources to make your point have validity.

Consider using multiple methods of interacting with elected offi  cials. 
Th e traditional mailed letter is one method, and you may want to encour-
age your community to engage in a letter writing campaign to a specifi c 
elected offi  cial. Depending on the issue and the elected offi  cial, you may 
want to consider scheduling a meeting with the offi  cial. Some governmen-
tal venues, such as city governments, oft en have the opportunity for the 
public to speak during a meeting. Increasingly, there has been the oppor-
tunity to attend “town-hall” meetings with elected offi  cials-providing yet 
another opportunity to have your concerns heard. Lastly, consider inquir-
ing if your professional organization is interacting or approaching elected 
offi  cials on a particular issue. Th ere is strength in numbers in regards to 
social advocacy, and this may be an avenue to consider.

Exemplar of Social Advocacy
Susan, an emergency department nurse for 12 years, is seeing a patient 

come to the emergency room for a tooth ache.  Over time, she realizes that 
patients coming to the emergency department for dental pain are not rare, 
but rather are quite common.  She starting asking these patients, ‘Why are 
you coming to the ER for a tooth pain?  Why not go to your dentist?’  Th e 
vast majority of patients told her that they are not off ered dental insurance 
at their job, that they can not aff ord to pay the high costs for dental care, 
and that they can not fi nd low cost dental care in their community.  Susan 
started investigating the problem to see if she could fi nd low cost dental 
care.  Aft er calling many clinics, dental practices, dental schools and public 
health departments, Susan fi nds that there are few options available for low 
cost dental services.  She decides that the lack of dental care among low 
income persons of her community is an issue of social justice and she feels 
compelled to act as a social advocate in this case.  

Susan began her assessment of the dental issue by speaking with the 
quality assurance offi  cer of her hospital.   Th e quality assurance offi  cer 
provided Susan the total numbers of patients the emergency department 
sees for dental pain and provided the hospitals costs of providing this 
care.   Susan began her social advocacy by talking with professional dental 

organizations in the community. She shared the information the hospital 
provided regarding the number of dental patients seen in the emergency 
department and the associated costs for these issues.  In addition, Susan 
discussed her fi ndings about the lack of low cost dental care in the com-
munity.  Th e county professional dental organization was very interested in 
these fi ndings.  Th e dental organization decides that further assessment is 
needed and Susan is asked to be a key part of this assessment. Susan is able 
to advocate low cost dental care with the dental organization and organize 
a network of dentists willing to perform low cost dental procedures. Th e 
end result is a decrease in the utilization of expensive emergency room 
resources for dental issues.

Conclusion
 Now you are ready for a innovative New Year’s resolution-taking on 

the challenge of being a social advocate. Th is type of advocacy is not new 
to nursing, and is an extension of the nurse-patient advocacy that you 
are already practicing. As with the current advocacy you provide your 
patients, providing social advocacy can take time and eff ort. By fi nding 
your passion, identifying community needs, and acting on and publicizing 
those unmet needs, you can enable yourself with the skills to take on the 
challenge of being a social advocate.
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2. Complete the posttest questions and program 
evaluation by circling the selected responses on the 
answer sheet.
4. Fill out the registration form.
5. Send registration form, answer sheet, and a check 
for $12.00

Continuing Nursing Education
The University of Texas at Arlington

Box 19197
Arlington, Tx 76019-0197

6. Send before August 15, 2010.
Within three weeks after receipt of your posttest and 
registration, you will be notifi ed of your results. A 
passing score is 80%. If you pass, your CE certifi cate 
will be forwarded to you. If you do not pass, you will 
be notifi ed and may repeat the test once at no cost.

The University of Texas at Arlington Center for 
Continuing Nursing Education is an approved pro-
vider of continuing nursing education by the Texas 
Nursing Association, an accredited approver by the 
American Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission 
on Accreditation. 

Accredited status does not imply any endorsement 
by the provider, Texas Nurses Association, or ANCC’s 
COA of any commercial products displayed in con-
junction with this activity.

Registration Information:

Name: ______________________________________

Address:  ____________________________________

City/State/ZIP: _______________________________

State(s) of Licensure: ___________________________

Telephone Number: ___________________________

Email:______________________________________

Post Test questions for Continuing Education 
Credit Article : “ Nursing Informatics: What’s It All 
About?”

Please circle your response for each question

1. When was the fi rst American Nurses Cre-1. 
dentialing Center nursing informatics exam 
available?

a. 1960a. 
b. 1970b. 
c. 1980c. 
d. 1995d. 

2. Which item is NOT a key component of the 2. 
nursing informatics role?

a. Project managera. 
b. Educatorb. 
c. Product developerc. 
d. Dieticiand. 

3. One of the three main goals for every new 3. 
technology are to enhance service, streamline 
the process, and __________. 

a. Keep track of who is not using the new a. 
system
b. Reduce learning needs of usersb. 
c. Reduce costc. 
d. Duplicate the old systemd. 

e. 

4. What is a clinical decision support system?4. 
a. Computer software applications that match a. 
patient characteristics with a knowledge base 
to generate specifi c care recommendations
b. Telephone that provides patient information b. 
to healthcare team members

c. Screen monitor that displays maps of hos-c. 
pitals
d. Track-ball that allows selection of clinic ap-d. 
pointments

5. Which is one of the ANA recognized nursing 5. 
terminologies? 

a. NANDAa. 
b. SPSS Inc.b. 
c. PDA c. 
d. ICD-9d. 

6. Addressing the optimal placement of 6. 
computer terminals in a patient room is an 
example of . . . 

a. Traininga. 
b. Educationb. 
c. Ergonomicsc. 
d. Activationd. 

7. The term human factors describes the gen-7. 
eral relationship between. . .

a. Nurses and physiciansa. 
b. Nurses and their managersb. 
c. Nurses and patientsc. 
d. Humans and machinesd. 

8. Which means of protecting health informa-8. 
tion is authorized by the individual?

a. Votinga. 
b. Privacyb. 
c. Admittingc. 
d. Storingd. 

9. What is the sequence whereby data is trans-9. 
formed to knowledge?

a. Data, information, knowledgea. 
b. Knowledge, information, datab. 
c. Information, knowledge, datac. 
d. Data, knowledge, informationd. 

10. One single instance of vital signs – heart 10. 
rate, respirations, temperature and blood 
pressure – is an example of which level of 
“transformation of data to knowledge?”

a. Dataa. 
b. Informationb. 
c. Knowledgec. 
d. Wisdomd. 

Program Evaluation
                                    

Strongly Disagree            Strongly Agree
Objective 1 was met. 

1     2     3     4     5
Objective 2 was met.    

1     2     3     4     5
Objective 3 was met.    

1     2     3     4     5
The article was eff ective as a learning resource/tool

1     2     3     4     5
The objectives were relevant to the overall purpose.                  

1     2     3     4     5
The activity met your expectations.                

1     2     3      4    5
List two ways that you will integrate what you 
learned in this activity into your practice and/or 
work environment: __________________________
______

The following were disclosed:
    Requirements for successful completion                                 

Yes          No
    Confl icts of interest                                                                 

Yes          No
    Non-Endorsement of Products                                                 

Yes         No
    Off -label use                                                                             

Yes         No
Did you as the participant, notice any bias that was 
not previously disclosed in this presentation?                                                                                   

Yes         No

SAMPLE

“New Year’s Resolution: Take on the Challenge of 
Social Advocacy!”

Purpose:  The purpose of this educational activity 
is to enhance the ability of professional nurses 
to fully engage in their role as social advocates.  
Recognizing that social advocacy involves striving 
for changes that can identify and correct inequities 
or inconsistencies that exist in our world today can 
be an important part of professional nursing growth.  
Nurses can take social advocacy actions that will 
benefi t patients, their community, and society.

Objectives: At the completion of this educational 
activity, the nurse should be able to:
1. Defi ne social advocacy as an important role for 
nurses.
2. Identify specifi c steps that a nurse can take to 
become involved as a social advocate.
3. Recognize the practical implications of social 
advocacy.

How to earn One Contact Hour:
1. Read the article.
2. Complete the post test questions and program 
evaluation by circling the selected responses on the 
post test.
3. Fill out the registration form.
4. Send registration form, post test, and a check for 
$12.00 to:

Continuing Nursing Education
The University of Texas at Arlington

Box 19197
Arlington, Tx 76019-0197

5. Send before February 15, 2012.

Within three weeks after receipt of your post test 
and registration, you will be notifi ed of your results. 
A passing score is 80%. If you pass, your CE certifi -
cate will be forwarded to you. If you do not pass, 
you will be notifi ed and may repeat the test once at 
no cost.

The University of Texas at Arlington Center for Con-
tinuing Nursing Education is an approved provider 
of continuing nursing education by the Texas Nurses 
Association, an accredited approver by the American 
Nurses Credentialing Center’s Commission on Ac-
creditation. 

Accredited status does not imply real or implied 
endorsement by the provider, Texas Nurses As-
sociation, or ANCC’s COA of any product, service or 
company referred to in this educational activity.

Registration Information:

Name: _____________________________________

Address:  ___________________________________

City/State/ZIP: ______________________________

State(s) of Licensure: _____________________

Telephone Number: ______________________

Email ____________________________________

Post Test questions for  Continuing Education 
Credit

Please circle your response for each question

Advocacy is broadly defi ned as:1. 
being paid to lobby elected offi  cialsa. 
providing nursing careb. 
speaking for anotherc. 
determining healthcare allocationsd. 

Social advocacy diff ers from nurse-patient 2.  
advocacy in that social advocacy: 

focuses on the individual nurse-patient relation-a. 
ship
is striving for changes to correct inequities that b. 
may exist in society
provides an avenue for the nurse to as a paid c. 
lobbyist
does not address societal inequitiesd. 

One of the beginning steps in acts as a social 3.  
advocate includes:

evaluating your advocacy eff ortsa. 
developing a plan for advocacyb. 
approaching elected offi  cials about a topicc. 
defi ning your community of interestd. 

Which of the following is noted for social 4.  
advocacy?

Martha Rogersa. 
Dorothea Oremb. 
Madeleine Leiningerc. 
Lillian Waldd. 

Advocacy is addressed in all of the following 5.  
educational competency sets except:

AACNa. 
NLNb. 
Texas BONc. 
Southern Association of Collegesd. 

Assessment of a community need can include 6.  
all of the following except:

observations of the communitya. 
your own personal biasb. 
statistical information about the communityc. 
information from community leadersd. 

In developing an advocacy message for the 7.  
public using the media, one needs to consider 
which of the following?

using medical jargon to emphasize health a. 
related matters
providing a clear message understandable by b. 
non-healthcare audiences
using unreliable data sourcesc. 
strictly providing your opiniond. 

Finding your passion about advocacy issues 8.  
can include all except:

careful refl ection on your own feelings about a. 
an issue
have an interest in the issueb. 
be willing to take the time and eff ortc. 
expecting compensation for your eff ortsd. 

Educating communities can be a vital part of 9.  
social advocacy. The most appropriate educa-
tion includes:

high reading level written materialsa. 
a lengthy bibliography list for community mem-b. 
bers to scrutinize
using understandable, appropriate languagec. 
ignoring potential language barriersd. 

 In working with elected offi  cials, social advo-10.  
cates must remember:

to avoid medical jargona. 
to leave out confrontational emotions in your b. 
message
to use statistical data that is cited and reliablec. 
to use only one method to contact the offi  cial d. 
about the issue.

Program Evaluation
                                                 
Strongly Disagree         Strongly Agree
Objective 1 was met.   

1     2     3     4     5
Objective 2 was met.                                          

1     2     3     4     5
Objective 3 was met.                                          

1     2     3     4     5
The article was eff ective as a learning resource/tool.

1     2     3     4     5
The objectives were relevant to the overall purpose.                                  

1     2     3     4     5
The activity met your expectations. 

1     2     3      4    5

List two ways that you will integrate what you 
learned in this activity into your practice and/or 
work environment: ___________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________ 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

The following were disclosed:
Requirements for successful completion                                                  

Yes          No
Confl icts of interest                                                                                   

Yes          No
Commercial support                                                                                  

Yes          No
Non-Endorsement of Products                                                                  

Yes          No
Off -label use                                                                                              
Yes          No

Did you perceive any bias that was 
not disclosed in this activity?

Yes         No

If Yes, please describe: 
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________
___________________________________________

State the number of minutes it took you to read 
the article, complete the test and evaluation 
_____________min.

If Yes, please de-
scribe__________________________
_______________________________
_______________________________
________________________

State the number of minutes it took 
you to read the article, complete the 
test and evaluation _____________
min.
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